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A QbD and lifecycle management approach to analytical method development and qualification results in a better understanding and fewer failures of analytical methods due to more robust methods which produce consistent, reliable, quality data throughout the lifecycle. This, in turn, leads to less method transfer failures and method “incidents” when used in the routine environment. As the MNC’s are now applying Quality by Design (QbD) to process development, it is now being recognized that this is also the way forward to improve and standardize approach to analytical procedures. The recent focus within the pharmaceutical industry and associated regulatory bodies on QbD approaches to analytical method development are a positive sign that both the industry and regulators are acknowledging the importance of understanding the contribution of measurement uncertainty to drug processes and products. The benefits of applying QbD principles to analytical methods include identifying and minimizing sources of variability that may lead to poor method robustness and ensuring that the method meets its intended performance requirements throughout the product and method lifecycle. The ultimate goal is to highlight that QbD concepts and terminology can be applied to analytical methods and to suggest how adoption of a QbD approach might be used to develop more robust analytical methods and effective control systems. At the same time, these efforts aim to support more advanced regulatory approaches to change management.
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